Greaves to resume partial manufacturing operations in Shendra, Aurangabad
Greaves welcomes Government’s decision to start essential sectors to resume economic activity
Mumbai, April 25, 2020: Greaves to resume partial manufacturing operations in Shendra, Aurangabad under lockin condition. With this permission, the company initiates comprehensive steps before starting the operations.
The Hon’ble Ministry of Home Affairs vide its notification dated 15th April 2020 issued a consolidated guidelines
wherein they decided to allow certain additional commercial activities to remove the hardship of the general
public arising out of lock down consequent to COVID 19 pandemic and accordingly allowed manufacturing and
other industrial units located in rural areas to commence its operations subject to following mandatory guidelines
and obtaining necessary approval from the appropriate government. Accordingly, Greaves Cotton Ltd (Greaves)
applied and obtained necessary approval from Govt of Maharashtra to commence its operation at its plant located
at Shendra MIDC, Aurangabad.
However, health and safety of our employees remains and shall continue to remain our top priority. We have
aggressively instituted numerous precautionary health and safety measures for our workforce including 100%
travel restrictions, self-quarantine procedures, employee social distancing, compulsory use of marks and PPE
including hand sanitization guidelines, remote and flexible work schedules, enhanced paid leaves, and continuous
and comprehensive deep cleaning and disinfecting of our facilities and offices.

About Greaves Cotton Limited:
Greaves Cotton Limited commonly known as Greaves is one of the leading and diversified engineering companies in India with
a rich legacy and brand trust of over 160 years impacting a million lives every day. Greaves is a market leader in fuel-agnostic
powertrain solutions and manufactures Cleantech powertrains for CNG, Petrol, and Diesel segments. The company operates
in multiple segments namely Automotive, Non-Automotive, Aftermarket, Greaves Retail, Electric Mobility (Ampere Electric for
electric scooters and other electric industrial products and e-rickshaw) & Greaves Finance. Over the years, the company has
actively participated in nation-building and continues to support the 'Make-In-India' initiative of the Government through its 6
state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities in the country creating world-class products and solutions. The company has vast
nationwide network with 380+ Greaves big retail centres & 6300+ smaller spare parts retail outlets across the country.
For more information on Greaves, please visit www.greavescotton.com

